
WHAT REPORTERS ARE COVERING

In recent weeks, education reporting has encompassed topics such as the science of learning and the

rise of STEM courses, artificial intelligence guidance in the classroom and student achievement

measurements. President Biden issued an executive order instructing his administration to develop

support materials for educators to integrate artificial intelligence-based educational tools, including

personalized tutoring technology. Fifty-six percent of parents believe that AI-driven online tutoring

programs could exert the most positive influence among the various benefits of AI on their children's

education. As K-12 AI guidance continues to roll out, leaders in the education technology industry and

organizations like OpenAI are jumping to develop more classroom tools and opportunities. If you have

valuable insights and trends on artificial intelligence use in a classroom setting, now is the perfect

moment to share them! For inspiration, check out this feature in TEACH Magazine where a KIPP NJ

teacher provided insights into AI in the classroom. As always, you can refer to the Regional Pitch Media

Calendar to plan out stories to pitch.

CLASSROOM DESIGN: K-12 Dive - Here’s what Biden’s AI executive order could mean for schools, The

future is now: Harnessing the potential of artificial intelligence in the classroom, Just 2 states have

released guidance on artificial intelligence for schools; Education Week- Students Want to Learn

More About AI. Schools Aren’t Keeping Up; The 74 - Biden Order on AI Tackles Tech-Enabled

Discrimination in Schools

K-8 LITERACY: The Hechinger Report- OPINION: It is time to pay attention to the science of learning;

Education Week - Most Licensure Tests Are Weak Measures of Teachers’ ‘Science of Reading’

Knowledge

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT: Education Week - Students’ Grades May Not Signal Actual Achievement,

Study Cautions, Few Educators Say A-F and Numeric Grades Offer ‘Very Effective’ Feedback for

Students; Washington Post- Opinion: Your kid has a B average in school. Do you know what that

really means?
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